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STEIGER DYNAMICS Completes the Living Room Gaming Experience with
nerdytec’s COUCHMASTER and ROCCAT’s Gaming Peripherals
LOS ANGELES, CA – STEIGER DYNAMICS, award-winning manufacturer of custom Gaming Home Theater PCs,
completes the living room PC gaming experience with nerdytec’s COUCHMASTER® and ROCCAT’s gaming mice,
mouse pads, and keyboards.

STEIGER DYNAMICS partners up with COUCHMASTER® fabricator nerdytec and gaming peripheral
manufacturer ROCCAT to maximize the living room gaming experience for the high-end gamer and HTPC
enthusiast, oﬀering for sale select products from both companies in STEIGER DYNAMICS’s web shop.
nerdytec’s COUCHMASTER® brings the desktop PC experience to your living room with a comfortable platform
for mouse and keyboard. Paired with a USB 3.0 hub for up to 4 USB devices and a 15 (5m) or 30ft (10m) USB
extension cable, the user can maintain a wired system setup for minimum input lag. STEIGER DYNAMICS will
carry the all black synthetic leather COUCHMASTER® for USD 228 and will be the exclusive distributer of the
real leather version oﬀering premium touch and feel at a price of USD 298.
German engineered and designed ROCCAT gaming peripherals are regarded as the very best and highest
quality products in the gaming mouse and keyboard market. Their equipment is the preference of choice of
many of today’s pro gamers and PC enthusiasts, giving users that extra advantage needed to take their gaming
to the next level. STEIGER DYNAMICS will oﬀer the following ROCCAT products in its web shop:
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ROCCAT™ Kone XTD – Max Customization Gaming Mouse, USD 99
ROCCAT™ Kone Pure – Core Performance Gaming Mouse, USD 79
ROCCAT™ Hiro – 3D Supremacy Soft Surface Gaming Mousepad, USD 49
ROCCAT™ Alumic – Double-Sided Hard Surface Gaming Mousepad, USD 39
ROCCAT™ Isku FX – Multicolor Illuminated Gaming Keyboard, USD 109
ROCCAT™ Isku – Illuminated Gaming Keyboard, USD 99

By using the nerdytec Couchmaster in combination with ROCCAT gaming peripherals, gamers can ﬁnally
experience a wired pro gaming setup in the comfort of the living room’s couch.
“We absolutely love using the COUCHMASTER® with ROCCAT peripherals in our own test lab setup,” said
Martin Gossner, CTO and Co-founder of STEIGER DYNAMICS. “The Couchmaster perfectly simulates the
ergonomic arm and hand positioning of a desk, and it is actually far more comfortable than sitting at the desk!
But that’s not all. As a former semi-professional Counterstrike player I care about my gaming performance as
much as the comfort. ROCCAT’s Kone XTD mouse and Isku FX keyboard are the best gaming peripherals I have
ever got my hands on. We are very excited about the partnerships with nerdytec and ROCCAT, and we highly
recommend their products to anyone who seeks to maximize their living room PC gaming experience.”
For more information regarding STEIGER DYNAMICS’ Home Theater PCs, ROCCAT’s gaming peripherals, and
nerdytec’s COUCHMASTER, please visit: https://www.steigerdynamics.com/shop-overview.aspx.
About STEIGER DYNAMICS
STEIGER DYNAMICS is a revolutionary system builder bringing high-end PC gaming to the comfort of your living
room. All STEIGER DYNAMICS products are developed pursuing a no-compromise approach in all respects and
include only the highest quality components from carefully selected, best-in-category manufacturers. Every PC
is hand crafted and tested by hardware engineers and enthusiasts who possess a fervent passion for the
product and an unparalleled attention to detail. STEIGER DYNAMICS’ products have won numerous awards
including the Editor’s Choice Award from PC Gamer magazine, an ‘excellent’ rating from PC Magazine, and a
9.9/10 rating from Xtreme CPU. STEIGER DYNAMICS is an oﬃcial Intel partner, member of the NVIDIA
Partnerforce, and the ’Powered by ASUS’ program. For more information, please visit
www.steigerdynamics.com and www.facebook.com/STEIGERDYNAMICS.
Contact
Cameron Helm, STEIGER DYNAMICS LLC
+1 (323) 380 7895, pr@steigerdynamics.com
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